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AXT INC.
(AXTI)

April 4, 2024

AXTI may be on the brink of collapse:
Chinese headlines say its local IPO has failed. Its revenue is 
plummeting and creditors are at the door 
The Chinese reports AXTI doesn’t want you to see

   AXT Inc (AXTI), a manufacturer of 
germanium, gallium arsenide, and 
indium phosphide (key ingredients 
for LED and semiconductor 
chips) saw a 140% increase in 
share price in February, following 
management’s enthusiasm about 
AI opportunities.

   AXTI is listed in the U.S., but 
its business operations are 
almost all conducted through 
a subsidiary in China. AXTI 
wants to list that subsidiary in 
Shanghai to capture new financing. 
But the listing prospectus But the listing prospectus 
attracted unexpected scrutiny attracted unexpected scrutiny 
and unveiled a plethora of and unveiled a plethora of 
undisclosed issues in China. Our undisclosed issues in China. Our 
research has found those issues  research has found those issues  
are only the tip of the iceberg.are only the tip of the iceberg.

   The listing vehicle raised $49 
mln from private investors at a 
sky-high valuation in 2020. AXTI 
expected to capture much more 
investment at the time of the 
IPO. But it has been 18 months 
since the last IPO update, and 

U.S. investors haven’t been told U.S. investors haven’t been told 
that the IPO has apparently been that the IPO has apparently been 
blocked by Chinese regulators.blocked by Chinese regulators.

   In March 2023, Chinese press 
reports said:  AXTI’s subsidiary, 
Tongmei, saw its “IPO blocked: “IPO blocked: 
The U.S. semiconductor ‘shell The U.S. semiconductor ‘shell 
company’ was split off for [a company’ was split off for [a 
local] listing, related-party local] listing, related-party 
transaction prices were unfair, transaction prices were unfair, 
and the authenticity of company and the authenticity of company 
performance was questionable.”performance was questionable.”

   We have uncovered a deluge of 
reasons why Chinese regulators 
potentially blocked this IPO, 
including falsifying data, tax falsifying data, tax 
evasion, improper storage of evasion, improper storage of 
hazardous chemicals, suspicious hazardous chemicals, suspicious 
related-party transactions, IP related-party transactions, IP 
litigation, and defaulting on litigation, and defaulting on 
wages to employees.wages to employees. 

   Sales have collapsed by over Sales have collapsed by over 
50%, and there is no reason to 50%, and there is no reason to 
believe that AXTI can revert to its believe that AXTI can revert to its 
formerly reported margins and formerly reported margins and 
sales numbers, despite the claims sales numbers, despite the claims 
that they make about AI demand.that they make about AI demand. 
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   We learned from interviews with We learned from interviews with 
former managers in China that former managers in China that 
production volume is down by production volume is down by 
at least 50% and sometimes up at least 50% and sometimes up 
to 90%. They said production to 90%. They said production 
efficiency has also plummeted. efficiency has also plummeted. 
Formers we spoke with see no end 
in sight to the low production.

   When AXTI applied for its Chinese 
IPO, related-party purchases and related-party purchases and 
sales were over 50% of revenue.sales were over 50% of revenue. 
Chinese regulators have expressed 
deep concern about those 
transactions. 

   AXTI’s production has been AXTI’s production has been 
halted more than 10 times for halted more than 10 times for 
environmental problems over the environmental problems over the 
last five years.last five years. Chinese reporters 
depict this behavior as "puzzling" 
and point out that the company’s 
attitude toward regulation is 
almost one of disregard. There is 
no clear pathway for AXTI to fix 
these issues and get the Shanghai 
IPO, which is needed to fund 
further expansion. 

   Among the environmental woes: Among the environmental woes: 
a government report points to a government report points to 
arsenic contamination in the arsenic contamination in the 
groundwater. We also learned groundwater. We also learned 
in interviews of a 2020 fire at in interviews of a 2020 fire at 
the Beijing factory that has not the Beijing factory that has not 
been disclosed to U.S. investors. been disclosed to U.S. investors. 
That and the use of hazardous That and the use of hazardous 
chemicals forced AXTI’s factory chemicals forced AXTI’s factory 
to move half its production to move half its production 
to facilities 300 miles away, to facilities 300 miles away, 
meaning production involves meaning production involves 
shipping materials on a 7-plus shipping materials on a 7-plus 
hour truck ride.hour truck ride.

   We show that the $99.3 mln We show that the $99.3 mln 
at cost in buildings reported at cost in buildings reported 
by AXTI is very unlikely.by AXTI is very unlikely. The 
buildings consist principally of a 
ramshackle factory in Beijing and 
a lot of dormitories in a tiny rural 
county in Liaoning. 

   We think AXTI’s inventories—We think AXTI’s inventories—
which have soared to 1.3 years which have soared to 1.3 years 
while sales fell - may not be while sales fell - may not be 
there or may be dramatically there or may be dramatically 
overstated in value.overstated in value.

   We have also uncovered potential We have also uncovered potential 
nefarious activities related to the nefarious activities related to the 
IPO by AXTI’s Chinese underwriter, IPO by AXTI’s Chinese underwriter, 
Haitong Securities. Two related Haitong Securities. Two related 
parties of Haitong Securities parties of Haitong Securities 
invested in the AXTI IPO, invested in the AXTI IPO, 
potentially to drum up interest potentially to drum up interest 
and inflate the orderbook.and inflate the orderbook. Not only 
has Haitong Securities had 16% of 
its IPOs withdrawn, but it has been 
sued numerous times and warned 
by the CSRC. Haitong was forced to 
disgorge ¥28.6 mln in illegitimate 
profit and fined ¥86 mln.

   If the IPO were to officially collapse, 
AXTI would owe more than $49 AXTI would owe more than $49 
mln to Chinese investors. AXTI mln to Chinese investors. AXTI 
cannot handle thiscannot handle this, as the company 
has only $40 mln in unrestricted 
cash and short-term investments. 
AXTI also had $53 mln in short-
term debt at end 2023 and limited 
operating cash flows for the last 
three calendar years.

   These reporting gaps are 
unsurprising, given that AXTI’s AXTI’s 
CFO and audit chair, Gary CFO and audit chair, Gary 
Fischer, was previously banned Fischer, was previously banned 
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for 5 years from acting as an for 5 years from acting as an 
officer of a listed company.officer of a listed company.11 
While Gary Fischer was a board 
member of Integrated Silicon 
Solution, he was charged by 
the SEC for options fraud for 
backdating. He settled with the 
SEC and repaid over $500,000 
in profits and penalties. Fischer Fischer 
was previously CFO of ESS, was previously CFO of ESS, 
where two credible activist where two credible activist 
investors alleged undisclosed investors alleged undisclosed 
related-party transactions.related-party transactions.

   A Chinese export ban that took A Chinese export ban that took 
effect in December 2023 could effect in December 2023 could 
affect half of AXTI sales.affect half of AXTI sales.22

1 See SEC settlement agreement, https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr-
20219#:~:text=ISSI%2C%20without%20admitting%20or%20denying,13%20and%20
14a%2D9%20thereunder.

2 See the article, “Focus on Beijing Tongmei Science and Technology Innovation Board IPO: 
nearly 50% of revenue comes from gallium and germanium related items, which are greatly 
affected by export control policies,” July 11, 2023 in China Securities Journal https://www.
cs.com.cn/ssgs/gssd/202307/t20230711_6355067.html

3 See AXT Inc. Securities litigation 2004: https://securities.stanford.edu/filings-case.
html?id=103287

   The company has had plenty 
of troubles in its 20-year past: 
in 2004, AXTI settled a in 2004, AXTI settled a 
lawsuit that alleged “material lawsuit that alleged “material 
misrepresentation concerning misrepresentation concerning 
AXT’s operations and AXT’s operations and 
performance.”performance.”33

   AXTI’s business is in commodities. AXTI’s business is in commodities. 
It is low-margin and cyclical.It is low-margin and cyclical. The 
company competes with large 
conglomerates like Sumitomo and 
is susceptible to even the slightest 
competition. We even see in AXTI’s 
filings that a former employee 
copied AXTI’s process and started 
his own company to compete.

Problems have rained down on AXT Inc. (AXTI) in China – where the company 
has nearly all its operations, but U.S. investors know little of the peril. AXTI 

sales have crashed, production plummeted, and environmental problems forced 
the company to move hazardous chemical operations to a rural county 300 
miles from the factory.

AXTI raised about $49 mln from private Chinese investors who thought they could 
cash in on a Shanghai IPO of AXTI’s main operating subsidiary. But now sales 
are just 48% of what they were in the IPO prospectus,4 and operational problems 
plague AXTI’s Chinese operations.

4 The latest period in the prospectus was H1 2022, when company revenues were reported at $79.1 mln. 
In the second half of 2023, sales were reported at $37.8 mln.

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr-20219#:~:text=ISSI%2C%20without%20admitting%20or%20denying,13%20and%2014a%2D9%20thereunder
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr-20219#:~:text=ISSI%2C%20without%20admitting%20or%20denying,13%20and%2014a%2D9%20thereunder
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr-20219#:~:text=ISSI%2C%20without%20admitting%20or%20denying,13%20and%2014a%2D9%20thereunder
https://www.cs.com.cn/ssgs/gssd/202307/t20230711_6355067.html
https://www.cs.com.cn/ssgs/gssd/202307/t20230711_6355067.html
https://securities.stanford.edu/filings-case.html?id=103287
https://securities.stanford.edu/filings-case.html?id=103287
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The sales collapse plus multiple operation problems stranded the Chinese subsid-
iary’s IPO attempt. That gives Chinese investors an out. They invested at a valua-
tion of $673 mln, over 3x that of the parent company’s current U.S. market value. A 

“gamblers clause” in the IPO documents gives the private investors the right to 
demand that AXTI return their $49 mln . With unrestricted cash and short-term 
investments of $39.9 mln as of December 31, 2023, $52.9 mln in short-term bank 
loans, and limited operating cash flows, we do not think AXTI can survive without 
a substantial dilutive equity issue in the U.S.

A confusing network of related-party companies supply AXTI with raw materi-
als, lend money, issue dividends, sell AXTI bits of equity, and swap equity among 
themselves, mostly in a rural Chinese county far from the U.S. offices of the com-
pany’s highly questionable auditor and CFO. We question whether the U.S. execu-
tives have the ability from Silicon Valley to track operations at 12 subsidiaries, 
three equity-investee suppliers, 25 related-party companies, and many more 
Chinese entities that are loosely affiliated with AXTI.

The U.S. executives may prefer to keep one eye closed. The founder, the CFO, and at 
least one director have troubling histories: the CFO was charged with options fraud, 
the founder has been involved in multiple lawsuits, a board member was CFO of a 
company when it settled fraud charges, and the underwriters of both Chinese and 
U.S. listcos have been subjected to enforcement actions by exchange regulators. A 
legal opinion on the Chinese IPO offers the lukewarm comment: “AXT has not com-
mitted any major illegal acts in the past three years.”5

We interviewed three former employees of AXTI China, who all said that pro-
duction since early 2023 has been at no more than 50% of capacity, and a glut 
of competition means that sales will not recover. Chinese export and purchase 
bans on the materials AXTI trades in add a layer of geopolitical challenge that the 
company may not survive.

AXTI is a commodities company that engages in AI washing
AXTI manufactures ingredients for electronic items such as LED and semiconduc-
tor chips, including those used for AI. The company was founded in 1986 and went 
public in 1998, riding on the tech wave.

In February 2024, AXTI claimed that indium phosphide demand for AI chips could 
be the new driving force of the AI revolution, and AXTI shares skyrocketed 140%.. 
We think investors are in for disappointment, as we uncover what appears to be 

5 “Legal Opinion from King & Wood Mallesons on Initial Public Offering and Listing on the STAR 
Market of Beijing Tongmei Xtal Technology Co., Ltd.” Page 3-3-1-97, https://www.sec.gov/Archives/
edgar/data/1051627/000155837022011572/axti-20220801xex99d5.htm

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1051627/000155837022011572/axti-20220801xex99d5.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1051627/000155837022011572/axti-20220801xex99d5.htm
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a short-term share-pump scheme in this company’s 20+ year history of being a 
small-time, journeyman materials supplier. 

On AXTI’s February 22, 2024 Q4 2023 call, ATXI management hawked the AI dream: 

We view AI as an emerging new application for indium phosphide that will 
develop in exciting ways over the coming years.

Morris Young 

And what I think is surprising to us, I think, is the AI application. It first 
started something like 6 months ago, and we thought it was -- well, first, 
the customer wouldn't tell us it's AI. And then they come back again and 
they want more in Q4, and they now give us yet another bigger order in Q1. 
So cumulatively [indiscernible], it's in the millions of dollars of range. So -- 
and this time, they also admit to us that it's AI-related.

Yet AXTI sales have been collapsing. 

AXTI’s China IPO pipe dream is blocked, but AXTI has said nothing
AXTI is basically an empty company, with virtually all operations occurring in 
China via the operating subsidiary Beijing Tongmei Xtal Technology Co. Ltd. In 
late 2020, AXTI disclosed that it had begun the process of listing Tongmei on the 
Chinese STAR exchange.
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AXTI has been optimistic about an imminent CSRC approval since October 2022; it 
is now April 2024.

Chinese regulators asked a lot of questions about the original submission, and 
slowly, AXTI responded. The last submission was in August 2022. Now the process 
has stalled. U.S. investors have been told nothing, but several press outlets in 
China have reported that the IPO application has been blocked.

Source: 2020 10K 

Source: AXTI 2023 10K

Source: AXTI Earnings Release, October 27, 2022
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Source: Sina Finance6

This puts AXTI in a risky position. If the listing is formally rejected, AXTI will 
have to repay private investors the $49 mln that they put into the company in 
2020-2021.

The $49 mln investment contained what the Chinese press called a “gambling 
clause”: the money was to be repaid if Tongmei failed to IPO by the end of 2022. 
But there was an extension: if either the China Securities and Exchange Com-
mission or the Shanghai Stock Exchange accepted the applications, the timing 
would be extended until there is a formal rejection or until AXTI withdraws it. 
The Shanghai Stock Exchange accepted the application in January 2022, but 
the IPO is still in limbo. 

AXTI had $39.9 mln in unrestricted cash and short-term investments at the end 
of 2023 and $12.4 mln in restricted cash. The company gained generated just $3.4 
mln in operating cash flows in 2023. Short-term bank debt was already $52.9 mln 
at end December 2023. We believe that a redemption cash call of $49 mln could 
destroy the company.

6  Sina Finance March 14, 2023 https://finance.sina.com.cn/cj/2023-03-14/doc-imykvkrz5216461.
shtml?finpagefr=w_105&cref=cj

https://finance.sina.com.cn/cj/2023-03-14/doc-imykvkrz5216461.shtml?finpagefr=w_105&cref=cj
https://finance.sina.com.cn/cj/2023-03-14/doc-imykvkrz5216461.shtml?finpagefr=w_105&cref=cj
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The company’s STAR IPO prospectus says that two-thirds of the money to be 
raised will go to working capital needs. If there is no IPO, what happens to 
those needs?

Chinese press reports reveal a multitude of other problems that were not fully 
disclosed to U.S. investors.

Problem No. 1: Tongmei production has been halted >10x for 
environmental infractions
Tongmei’s production process uses toxic chemicals such as sulfuric acid, arsenic, 
acetic acid, ammonia, and sodium hydroxide. Production was reportedly halted 
more than 10 times by regulators in a five-year period. The company has been re-
peatedly fined.

The Beijing Public Security Bureau imposed a fine on Tongmei in 2020, saying 
“Beijing Tongmei failed to disclose the types, quantities, and throughput of explo-
sive precursor hazardous chemicals by the required deadline.”7

In 2018, the Beijing Environmental Bureau ordered Tongmei to correct violations.

In 2019, the Beijing Emergency Management Bureau reported safety violations 
at Tongmei.

7  https://gaj.beijing.gov.cn/wsgs/sgszl/xzcfgs/

https://gaj.beijing.gov.cn/wsgs/sgszl/xzcfgs/
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A November 2021 environmental report detected excess levels of arsenic in 
the soil and groundwater. The company said that the problems did not necessarily 
results from their manufacturing process. The environmental scientists said: “[It] 
cannot be ruled out that the problem may be related to the impact of enterprise 
production. Therefore, it is recommended that the enterprise continue to strength-
en environmental management during the continued production process, especially 
for key facilities and key areas that are of concern for hidden danger investigation.”  
This raises serious environmental governance concerns for U.S. funds holding 
this stock.
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In 2021, Tongmei was fined for exporting dangerous chemicals without a permit, but 
Customs does not publicly report the amount of the fine or the specific infraction.

Source: Beijing Customs8 

8  http://gongbei.customs.gov.cn/beijing_customs/434756/434804/2941702/3412592/3892317/434813/
hgjyjyxzcf/db867e12-2.html=

Beijing Customs database of penalties

 http://gongbei.customs.gov.cn/beijing_customs/434756/434804/2941702/3412592/3892317/434813/hgjyjyxzcf/db867e12-2.html=
 http://gongbei.customs.gov.cn/beijing_customs/434756/434804/2941702/3412592/3892317/434813/hgjyjyxzcf/db867e12-2.html=
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Baidu’s IPO Views ran an article calling Tongmei’s production “illegal.”

Source: Baidu IPO View https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1738055592526660613&wfr=spider&for=pc

AXTI’s China-based problems with repeated violations of environmental regula-
tions have been widely reported in the press.

AXTI did not disclose these incidents. In its Chinese IPO prospectus, the company 
generalized the subject and claimed it had no issues with pollution.

Source: AXTI 8K January 10, 2022, Page 1-1-169

https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1738055592526660613&wfr=spider&for=pc 
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A former production worker at Tongmei in Beijing said that AXTI was required 
to move its raw chemicals out of Beijing in 2020 , a key reason why the company 
closed down one production line and moved dangerous chemicals to the anything-
goes region of Kazuo in Liaoning.

The engineer said the company experienced a major fire in 2020, and after that, 
many employees left. 

Refusing to rectify repeated environmental violations
Tongmei seemed unfazed by the disclosures. While continuing non-compliant pro-
duction, the company was fined by regulators for failing to implement basic factory 
safety protocol, including, according to Chinese press reports: 

1. Proper storage of flammable material and chemical products, 

2. Informing employees of hazards and possible accidents at the factory, 

3. Organizing regular emergency drills.

Source: Inspection team of the Beijing Environmental Bureau, reported by Baidu July 11, 2022 https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1738
055592526660613&wfr=spider&for=pc

https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1738055592526660613&wfr=spider&for=pc 
https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1738055592526660613&wfr=spider&for=pc 
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Several government notices indicate that Tongmei was still out of compliance with 
safety regulations in 2021.

We wonder if AXTI’s production process may be fundamentally unviable. 

Problem No. 2: Plummeting production 
We learned from interviews with former managers that production volume tum-
bled starting in early 2023 to an average of about 50% previous levels and in 
some months, just 10% . The Chinese market became glutted with product, and 
customers demanded price cuts from AXTI China. “When the market goes bad, [the 
customer] says: ‘We won't buy unless the price is lowered. We have a lot of inven-
tory anyway.’ It's a vicious cycle, forcing us to lower prices.”

One interviewee told us that production efficiency in Liaoning, where the company 
blends gallium and arsenic and grows crystals, has dropped by two-thirds in two 
years. “The company's yield rate is not very good now,” the former production 
leader said. “In the past, probably in 2022, the yield was 40-60%. Now the 
lowest is only in the teens and usually between 10-20%. When yield is high, it 
is only 30%.” The former employee was speaking of the proportion of arsenic and 
gallium to gallium arsenide crystals.9

9  See an explanation of gallium arsenide’s manufacture and uses here: https://www.waferworld.com/
post/everything-need-know-gaas-wafers#:~:text=GaAs%20crystals%20can%20be%20created,is%20
the%20Bridgman%2DStockbarger%20technique.

https://www.waferworld.com/post/everything-need-know-gaas-wafers#:~:text=GaAs%20crystals%20can%20be%20created,is%20the%20Bridgman%2DStockbarger%20technique.
https://www.waferworld.com/post/everything-need-know-gaas-wafers#:~:text=GaAs%20crystals%20can%20be%20created,is%20the%20Bridgman%2DStockbarger%20technique.
https://www.waferworld.com/post/everything-need-know-gaas-wafers#:~:text=GaAs%20crystals%20can%20be%20created,is%20the%20Bridgman%2DStockbarger%20technique.
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Problem No. 3: The company is being sued for allegedly stealing IP
An allegation against Tongmei of IP infringement is reportedly among the issues 
blocking an IPO.  A company called Shandong Guojing reportedly filed suit against 
Tongmei in 2021 for allegedly stealing technology.10 

Problem No. 4: Fishy related-party sales
At the time of the IPO application, related-party sales and purchases made up 
just under 50% of revenue . The purchases appear to have occurred at sweetheart 
prices. AXTI marked up products from the subsidiaries by as much as 62%, ac-
cording to the company’s own disclosures .11

 Source: AXTI 8K August 1, 2022 page 1-1-4

10  See this Chinese-language report: https://www.163.com/dy/article/IHC9Q45O0519WTTG.html

11  See page 1-1-4 of the AXTI 8K published August 1, 2022, which can be accessed here.

Item Sales to AXT AXT External sales GM for Tongmei

Gallium arsenide 
substrate

¥391 ¥377 3.8%

Indium phosphide 
substrate

¥483 ¥1,275 -62.1%

Germanium substrate ¥428 ¥431 -0.6%

Tongmei price for substrate materials 2019-2021 RMB

https://www.163.com/dy/article/IHC9Q45O0519WTTG.html
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001051627/5302279c-99b9-4507-9b67-2f8ba3ce4899.pdf
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Chinese reports question the legitimacy of related–party pricing and finan-
cial accounts, and the margin improvements have drawn the attention of 
securities regulators.

Response to Chinese regulators, included in AXTI 2023 10K Exhibit 10.22

From 2018–2021 related-party sales from Tongmei to AXT averaged just under 
50% of Tongmei’s revenues. In the same period, gross profit rose some 27%. Tong-
mei claims changes in margin are due to “business switches.” 

AXTI reports that it was justified in charging a mark-up because of various expenses.

Source: AXTI 8K April 18, 2022, Page 8-1-1-8412

12  https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001051627/9b60fd0f-e77f-43ac-898e-292079b4bdd6.
pdf

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001051627/9b60fd0f-e77f-43ac-898e-292079b4bdd6.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001051627/9b60fd0f-e77f-43ac-898e-292079b4bdd6.pdf
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Source: Sina Finance, March 14, 202313

Chinese articles question the profit margins:

‘What is noteworthy,” says a research note by a sell-side shop called Ten Thousand 
Points research, “is that Tongmei’s gross profit margin jumped from 40% to 51.68% 
in just three years. Large increases in profit margins are usually due to major 
technological advancements or product upgrades. However, this does not seem 
to be the case for Tongmei.”

Source: https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1760328463905433087&wfr=spider&for=pc

During the first half of 2021, AXTI, apparently in response to questions around the 
related-party sales, restructured in order to place international sales under the Chi-
nese subsidiary, Tongmei, instead of under the U.S. parent company. AXTI told Chi-
nese regulators that the change was made in order to facilitate a Chinese listing.

13  Report by Ten Thousand Points Research,  https://finance.sina.cn/cj/2023-03-14/detail-imy-
kvkrz5216461.d.html?from=wap

https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1760328463905433087&wfr=spider&for=pc 
https://finance.sina.cn/cj/2023-03-14/detail-imykvkrz5216461.d.html?from=wap
https://finance.sina.cn/cj/2023-03-14/detail-imykvkrz5216461.d.html?from=wap
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Soon, sales and profitability began to hurtle downwards, and the company is now 
loss-making despite AI optimism. 

AXTI Revenue 2022-2023

Source: AXTI disclosures/Factset
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Problem No. 5: Tongmei has been sued multiple times for 
defaulting on wages to employees14

In 2022, Baidu IPO reported: “Publicly available documents indicated that 
Beijing Tongmei was brought to court on various occasions due to failure 
to pay on time or outright refusal to pay wages. In the end, Beijing Tongmei 
lost every lawsuit.”

A typical case is that of Cui Dongmei, a Beijing-based employee who did not want 
to move to Liaoning Province when the company closed down half of its produc-
tion in Beijing and moved it to a rural county about 300 miles north. Cui won most 
of her claims.

Source: Beijing Third Intermediate Court 15

14  See “Beijing Tongmei IPO: Unreasonable arrears of wages to employees, illegal production many 
times, and failure to change despite repeated admonitions,” Baidu News July 7, 2022: https://capture.
dropbox.com/Mz1iaqerW7q8g1qc

15  https://wenshu.court.gov.cn/website/wenshu/181107ANFZ0BXSK4/index.html?docId=nOE3NrYf+UZ
8tmrynbYHtpS6X+QhqsZV2Spm5P2fGED/0LUBs/Ucz5/dgBYosE2gfJ4diIpA1QcWyw1IP+y8AU3Ofxy
+KCL3vOKYGzqpW3+InFjtz4orBS7i7ObbIB0S

https://capture.dropbox.com/Mz1iaqerW7q8g1qc
https://capture.dropbox.com/Mz1iaqerW7q8g1qc
https://wenshu.court.gov.cn/website/wenshu/181107ANFZ0BXSK4/index.html?docId=nOE3NrYf+UZ8tmrynbYHtpS6X+QhqsZV2Spm5P2fGED/0LUBs/Ucz5/dgBYosE2gfJ4diIpA1QcWyw1IP+y8AU3Ofxy+KCL3vOKYGzqpW3+InFjtz4orBS7i7ObbIB0S
https://wenshu.court.gov.cn/website/wenshu/181107ANFZ0BXSK4/index.html?docId=nOE3NrYf+UZ8tmrynbYHtpS6X+QhqsZV2Spm5P2fGED/0LUBs/Ucz5/dgBYosE2gfJ4diIpA1QcWyw1IP+y8AU3Ofxy+KCL3vOKYGzqpW3+InFjtz4orBS7i7ObbIB0S
https://wenshu.court.gov.cn/website/wenshu/181107ANFZ0BXSK4/index.html?docId=nOE3NrYf+UZ8tmrynbYHtpS6X+QhqsZV2Spm5P2fGED/0LUBs/Ucz5/dgBYosE2gfJ4diIpA1QcWyw1IP+y8AU3Ofxy+KCL3vOKYGzqpW3+InFjtz4orBS7i7ObbIB0S
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Problem No. 6: Numerous legal violations 
A section of AXTI’s January 2022 8K, providing an English version of the Chinese 
prospectus, stretches for seven pages, from 1-1-270 to 1-1-277 describes 22 “Viola-
tions of laws and regulations of the Issuer” incurred during just four years of 
the company’s lengthy existence. They include tax evasion, many environmen-
tal violations, and one that is especially concerning to investors: providing 

“false statistics.” 

The company was also fined for avoiding “the inspection of import and export com-
modities which are subject to compulsory inspection.” In other words, it exported 
hazardous chemicals without an inspection. But AXTI assures investors that the 
fines imposed “would not have a material adverse impact on the Issuer’s business 
or financial conditions.”

AXTI January 10, 2022 8K Page 1-1-276

Propping up margins: inventory levels rose even as sales collapsed
We question whether AXTI may be using inflated inventory values to push up vis-
ible profit margins. Holding off selling expensively acquired inventory can mean 
costs of materials in the income statement are lower, inflating profits. 

U.S. GAAP filings show that inventory, already high at about eight months equiva-
lent inventory days by end June 2021, jumped to a huge 16 months by end Decem-
ber 2023. And yet a knowledgeable former employee we interviewed claimed 
that inventories never rose above five months.
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At the end of June 2021, the company reported about $51 mln in inventory. Of that, 
$39.5 mln consisted of raw materials, semi-finished goods, and works in progress. 
We find it difficult to believe that all that inventory was sitting in the warehouses 
the company reported owning in the Mongolian Autonomous County of Kazuo.

Some $10.3 mln of the inventories consisted of “goods on hand.” An engineer we 
interviewed said that there were no finished goods in inventory. 

Raw materials and work-in-process inventories closely tracked quarterly sales up 
until Q2 2022, then substrates sales tanked while inventories remained high . 

Source: Company filings, Factset

Source: January 10, 2022 8K page 1-1-405
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Given the company’s stated policy of writing off inventory after 12 months, we 
believe a write-down is coming.

“[W]e have a policy of writing off material which we don't sell for 12 months 
period of time. And when the revenue comes down, then the write-off for 
the excess inventory will start to impact us.”

Morris S. Young Co-Founder, CEO & Chairman, AXTI Q4 2023 Earnings Call, February 22, 2024

No dramatic pick-up in sales is coming to the rescue; in the last quarter of 2023, 
revenue was $20.4 mln, while the company guidance for Q1 2024 was only be-
tween $20 mln and $22 mln.

Suspicious loans
AXTI began to accelerate borrowing from banks as inventories rose. The company 
has multiple small loans from different Chinese banks. Their small sizes, short 
time frames, and dispersion among many banks suggest that these loans are for 
working capital. The $52.9 mln in short-term bank loans compares to just $10.5 
mln at end June 2021. Many of the 2023 bank loans appear to be replacements 
from expired loans taken in 2022.

During 2022, the company spent a big chunk of cash funded from bank borrowing 
for inventory purchases. Why borrow money to overstock?

Source: Company filings, Factset
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Questionable building costs
Between 2018 and the year of the Tongmei prospectus, AXTI added $69 mln in 
buildings, going from $39.8 mln in buildings at cost at the end of 2018 to $99.3 
mln at end June 2021. This represented the value of 44 buildings owned by Tong-
mei in China. Of these, according to AXTI disclosures, 15 are residences and six are 
warehouses, some with shared use. All but five are in the tiny rural area of Gon-
gyingzi Village in Kazuo County, Liaoning, an enclave of people of the Mongolian 
ethnicity. Kazuo is a tiny, rural county that has aspirations to develop a semicon-
ductor park but so far looks very undeveloped. 

Fourteen of the properties, including six of the residences, belong to the subsidiary 
Chaoyang Jinmei in Kazuo. But, despite a land-use table presented in the Janu-
ary 2022 8K showing extensive holdings,16 Chinese government records show that 
Chaoyang Jinmei owns just one piece of land, for which it paid ¥53,000 or $7,339. 
Possibly AXTI is consolidating holdings and Chinese records are not, but we would 
expect a land-use table to name the specific entity that holds the land. 

We also find it difficult to believe that AXTI could have spent over $60 mln on 

16  See pages 1-1-509 and 1-1-510 https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001051627/
bb851482-44b9-4f5b-bf9d-f2634a20c9a3.pdf

https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001051627/bb851482-44b9-4f5b-bf9d-f2634a20c9a3.pdf
https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001051627/bb851482-44b9-4f5b-bf9d-f2634a20c9a3.pdf
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building on this cheap land in a god-forsaken part of northern China.

The cost of buildings shot up at the time of the IPO prospectus, in late 2020. In-
stead of installing only new machinery, it appears existing older machinery was 
transferred to the new buildings.

AXTI’s principal manufacturing plant is in Tongzhou, a suburb of Beijing. The 
distance from Kazuo to Beijing is about 300 miles and driving time for a truck is 
around four hours and 45 minutes. We wonder, could an efficient production pro-
cess actually be split between Kazuo and Beijing?

Source: Chinese government land record
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The Tongzhou facility does not look like it cost millions either. Here are images 
from a 2021 report by Beijing’s Environmental Bureau.
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Procuring from and investing in the same companies
AXTI purchases many raw materials from its own equity investments.

Source: Beijing Tongmei Crystal Technology Co., Ltd. Soil and Groundwater Hazard Investigation and Self-monitoring Report, Beijing 
Academy of Ecological and Environmental Protection Sciences, November 2021
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Related-party suppliers 

In 2023, the company had no shareholding in XiLinGol because AXTI wrote off its 
25% share in 2019, according to the 10K.

There are numerous disclosures of transactions for small amounts of equity being 
traded among these entities and minimal disclosures that quantify actual sales 
transaction amounts with raw-material supplier subsidiaries recorded as uncon-
solidated equity interests.

This disclosure could indicate circularity:

For the year ended December 31, 2023, three customers of our con-
solidated subsidiaries, in aggregate, accounted for 31% of raw mate-
rial sales. For the year ended December 31, 2022, three customers of our 
consolidated subsidiaries, in aggregate, accounted for 29% of raw material 
sales and for the year ended December 31, 2021, three customers accounted 
for 28% of raw material sales. 

Source: AXTI 2023 10K page 13

The profitability of affiliates appears to have fallen in the last year, and that could 
also suggest supplying at a loss.

Source: AXTI 2023 10K

Source: AXTI 2023 10K

Name of the company Shareholding proportion (%)

Beijing JiYa Semicondoctor Material Co., Ltd. 39

Emeishan Jiamei High Pure Materials Co., Ltd 10

XiLinGol Tongli Ge Refine Co., Ltd.* 0
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The blizzard of transactions with suppliers is truly amazing. AXTI/Tongmei bor-
rows from them, gets dividends, buys equity, moves equity among investees, all 
without disclosure about the amounts of materials the company is buying from 
these investees and whether they are making or losing money. Tongmei’s only 
disclosure is the amount of accounts receivable owed by these companies at the 
end of a period, and naturally, it is easy to make those numbers look small for the 
audit period.

The cross-holdings and multiple positions of subsidiary directors incentivize and 
could enable non-economical inter-company transactions.

Beijing Tongmei

Chaoyang Xinmei Chaoyang Limei

Dongfang High Purity

Beijing Tongmei is in the 
business of producing 
high-purity gallium. 

Tongmei discloses they 
are planning to invest 

in Chaoyang Limei, 
which they claim have 

no substantive business 
operations.

Chinese news 
sites report that 
Chaoyang Limei 
has begun a new 

construction project 
aiming to produce 
gallium antimonide. 

Production of 
gallium antimonide 

requires high -
purity gallium.

In November 2021, 
Beijing Tongmei 

transferred alI shares 
of Dongfang High 
Purity to Chaoyang 

Limei

Beijing 
Tongmei once 
owned 45.97% 
of Dongfang 
High Purity

Dongfang 
High Purity 

is in the 
business of 
producing 
high-purity 
arsenic, a 
key input 

for Beijing 
Tongmei's 
compound 
substrate 
business 

Beijing Tongmei 
establishes Chaoyang 

Xinmei as a JV in 
February· 2021

Chaoyang Xinmei 
and Dongfang High 
Purity are both i·n 

the business of high-
purity arsenic 

production
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HAO Ze Director, Deputy General 
Manager, Chief Financial 
Officer

Beijing Jiya Director Equity Participation 
Company of Controlling 
Shareholder

WANG Yuxin Director, Deputy General 
Manager

Beijing Liaoyan Executive Partner Shareholder of the Issuer

GUO Tao Director, Deputy Xing’an Gallium Supervisor Equity Participation 
Company

General Manager Guangxi Tiandong Jinxin 
Rare Metal Materials Co., 
Ltd.

Supervisor Xing’an Gallium Holding 
its 30% Equity Interest

Jiamei Hi-purity Supervisor Equity Participation 
Company of Controlling 
Shareholder

Nanjing Jinchao 
Enterprise Management 
Co., Ltd.

General Manager, Executive Director

SICC CO., 
LTD.

Director Haitong New Energy 
Private Equity Investment 
Management Co., Ltd.

Director, Deputy General Manager

Brite Semiconductor 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Director -

Liaoning Zhonglan 
Electronic Technology Co., 
Ltd.

Director -

WANG Huan Director Shenzhen Suteng 
Juchuang Technology Co., 
Ltd.

Director

Beijing Chuangan 
Microchip Technology Co., 
Ltd.

Manager, Executive Director

Hefei Jixin Enterprise 
Management Partnership 
(Limited Partnership)

Executive Partner

Changxin Memory 
Technologies, Inc.

Director, General Manager

ZHAO Lun Independent Director Changxin Xinyuan Equity 
Investment (Anhui) Co., 
Ltd.

Executive Director and General Manager

Partial list of executive cross-holdings
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Changxin Jidian (Beijing) 
Storage Technology Co., 
Ltd.

Chairman

Changxin Xinqiao Storage 
Technology Co., Ltd.

Executive Director, General Manager

Hefei Jixinshuochi 
Enterprise Management 
Co., Ltd.

Supervisor

Ruili Integrated Circuit 
Co., Ltd.

General Manager

Changxin Memory 
Technologies (Xi’an), Co., 
Ltd.

Executive Director, General Manager

Changxin Memory 
Technologies (Shanghai), 
Co., Ltd.

Executive Director, General Manager

Beijing Chengdexin 
Certified Public 
Accountants (General 
Partnership)

Executive Partner

PANG 
Fengzheng

Independent Director Beijing Xinda Jiayuan Tax 
Agents Co., Ltd.

Manager, Executive Director

LIU Yanfeng Independent Director Zhongzhi Capital 
Management Co., Ltd.

General Manager of the Financial 
Management Center

Source: AXTI August 2, 2022 8K, translating response to the Chinese CSRC

No central Treasury?
The subsidiaries appear to be independent, without centralized treasury or man-
agement control for day-to-day operations. AXTI states that cash generated from 
one Chinese subsidiary is not used to fund another PRC subsidiary’s operations. 
That is very unusual and implies that subsidiaries are more like independent oper-
ating units with decentralized control yet brought under a single umbrella for the 
listed company. Without full management control, it is not difficult to see situa-
tions where raw-material supplier subsidiaries could overstock at inflated prices. 

Source AXTI 2023 10K
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Historic quality issues
AXTI discloses that it has experienced quality problems that drove customers away. 
The disclosure speaks for itself:

Excessive optimism
AXTI may have nurtured hugely optimistic plans for the Tongmei IPO. In its 2021 
Chinese prospectus, AXTI projected that it would need to nearly triple inventory by 
2024. The projection was issued to support a requirement for working capital.

Now, on an annualized basis, inventories approximate to about 1.3 years. That is 
extremely high.

An auditor ranked 33rd in the U.S.
AXTI’s auditor is BPM, ranked about 33rd in size in the United States for 2023 
according to the PCAOB. BPM is based in California, yet most of AXTI’s busi-
ness is in China. BPM cannot directly audit in China, so to whom do they con-
tract this service? Or are they wholly relying on management representations 
for their audit information?”

Source AXTI 2023 10K

Beijing Tongmei prospectus Page 8-1-122
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The IPO underwriter was fined by Chinese regulators and hid a 
related-party investment into the company
The chief underwriter for AXTI’s Chinese subsidiary is a broker called Haitong 
Securities. Despite being one of the largest securities firms in China, Haitong has 
NEVER been on the country’s White List, published eight times. The Chinese press 
is full of criticisms of Haitong, including that it sponsors expensive but low-quality 
IPOs of companies whose share prices subsequently tank. Haitong was part of the 
Luckin Coffee IPO. As recently as November 7, 2023, the Chinese regulator issued 
a warning letter to Haitong about problems such as failing to perform their duties 
proper due diligence in a recent IPO.17

Through two subsidiaries, Haitong invested in Beijing Tongmei. Haitong’s promo-
tion of the IPO looks self-interested.

In 2022, Haitong increased its shareholding, and Chinese commentators believed 
that was to grease wheels for an IPO approval.

17 https://www.yicaiglobal.com/star50news/2023_11_116622414587897577483 
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Caixin/Haitong-Securities-probed-in-fraudulent-financial-report-
ing-case 
https://inf.news/en/economy/5700bbe33ee015d1caf3a7e651a589dc.html 
https://www.financeasia.com/article/luckin-coffee-fraud-has-big-implications-for-chinese-issu-
ers/459386 
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-haitong-regulator-investigation-idUSL1N2I40O5/ 
https://www.wallstreetoasis.com/forum/investment-banking/exposing-a-complete-scam-shop

Source: Sina February 20, 2022 https://finance.sina.cn/stock/ssgs/2022-02-20/detail-imcwiwss1985723.d.html

https://www.yicaiglobal.com/star50news/2023_11_116622414587897577483
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Caixin/Haitong-Securities-probed-in-fraudulent-financial-reporting-case
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Caixin/Haitong-Securities-probed-in-fraudulent-financial-reporting-case
https://inf.news/en/economy/5700bbe33ee015d1caf3a7e651a589dc.html
https://www.financeasia.com/article/luckin-coffee-fraud-has-big-implications-for-chinese-issuers/459386
https://www.financeasia.com/article/luckin-coffee-fraud-has-big-implications-for-chinese-issuers/459386
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-haitong-regulator-investigation-idUSL1N2I40O5/
https://www.wallstreetoasis.com/forum/investment-banking/exposing-a-complete-scam-shop
https://finance.sina.cn/stock/ssgs/2022-02-20/detail-imcwiwss1985723.d.html
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The IIC Shanghai, a financial newspaper, wrote that Haitong’s intention in making 
this sudden stock purchase before the listing was obvious.”18 

Some 16% of Haitong Securities’ IPO prospectuses have been withdrawn, accord-
ing to the Chinese press, and Haitong’s investment banking business has been 
fined a number of times. In September 2023, Haitong was warned by the CSRC, 
forced to disgorge ¥28.6 mln in illegitimate profit, and fined ¥86 mln.19  

A checkered history for the executives and board
VP & CFO: Gary Fischer

AXTI CFO Gary Fischer, while a board member of Integrated Silicon Solution, was 
charged with options fraud for backdating. Fischer settled with the SEC without 
admitting guilt, agreeing to repay over $500,000 in profits and penalties.20 

The SEC alleged that the memory chip designer and Fischer concealed millions of 
dollars of stock option compensation expenses by providing executives and em-
ployees with options while backdating the grants to avoid reporting the expenses. 

From 2004-2007, Fischer was a board member of ESS Technology. Two credible 
activist reports on that company alleged that ESS conducted undisclosed related-
party transactions.21 Fischer himself was accused of making false representations.

Like the company auditor, the CFO’s profile suggests he is based in California, yet 
most of the company’s operations are in China. Can he possibly be on top of all the 
issues in the many subsidiaries?

Board member Christine Russell 

Russell has a long history in Roth and Craig-Hallum IPOs. Both companies have a 
poor record for promoting small, often fraudulent stocks.

Russell was CFO of Uni-Pixel from 2015 to 2018. In March 2016, Uni-Pixel was 

18  IIC Shanghai, “Beijing Tongmei, a second-generation semiconductor materials company, resumes 
its IPO on the Science and Technology Innovation Board, and Haitong Securities affiliates make a 
surprise investment in shares,” February 20, 2022: https://www.eet-china.com/mp/a112183.html

19  https://www.ljzfin.com/info/23194.jspx,  
https://www.163.com/dy/article/IP8Q3DJ80519B9KP.html

20  https://www.reuters.com/article/sec-integratedsilicon-idUSN0136376820070801/,  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr-20219

21  https://www.bonitasresearch.com/company/ess-tech-inc-nyse-gwh/,  
https://grizzlyreports.com/caught-red-handed-we-present-evidence-that-ess-tech-inc-s-biggest-cus-
tomer-is-really-an-undisclosed-related-party-without-operations/

https://www.eet-china.com/mp/a112183.html
https://www.ljzfin.com/info/23194.jspx
https://www.163.com/dy/article/IP8Q3DJ80519B9KP.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/sec-integratedsilicon-idUSN0136376820070801/
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr-20219
https://www.bonitasresearch.com/company/ess-tech-inc-nyse-gwh/
https://grizzlyreports.com/caught-red-handed-we-present-evidence-that-ess-tech-inc-s-biggest-customer-is-really-an-undisclosed-related-party-without-operations/
https://grizzlyreports.com/caught-red-handed-we-present-evidence-that-ess-tech-inc-s-biggest-customer-is-really-an-undisclosed-related-party-without-operations/
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required to pay the SEC $750,000 to settle fraud charges.22 Seeking Alpha reports 
on the company have indicated very poor operations.23

Russell was also a director of MariaDB from 2022 to 2023, when auditor Malone 
& Bailey issued a going-concern warning. Since 2005, she has been a director of 
QuickLogic Corp., which fell out of listing compliance. 

Parent company underwriters were subject to dozens of 
enforcement actions
AXTI was brought to market by Needham & Company. Needham has been the sub-
ject of 27 separate SEC enforcement actions since 1985.24

The fundamentals: falling revenue and margins, plumped-up 
inventories, uncompetitive manufacturing process 
Providing germanium, gallium arsenide, and indium phosphide is ultra-competi-
tive, and company margins are eroding.

22  https://www.reuters.com/article/unipixel-sec-fraud/uni-pixel-pays-u-s-sec-750000-to-settle-fraud-
charges-idUSL1N16H1XN

23  See these stories:  
https://seekingalpha.com/article/1470801-musings-on-minneapolis-uni-pixel-is-moving-backwards,  
https://seekingalpha.com/article/1445991-kodak-doesnt-think-much-of-uniboss-so-why-should-you, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20130612122959/http://www.citronresearch.com/wp-content/up-
loads/2013/04/UNXL-final.pdf,  
https://seekingalpha.com/article/1105271-uni-pixel-bright-future-promised-by-clouding-the-grue-
some-reality-for-the-less-informed,  
https://seekingalpha.com/article/3062726-uni-pixel-this-steamroller-is-about-to-squash-investors, 
https://moxreports.com/unipixel-one-billion-dollars/

24  https://files.brokercheck.finra.org/firm/firm_16360.pdf
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AXTI faces competition from giants such as Sumitomo, JX Nippon, and Logitech. 
Among others, Huawei is investing heavily in indium phosphide, as is the Chinese 
government.25

In contrast to the cautious optimism heard on their earnings call, the company dis-
closes in filings:

The level and intensity of competition has increased over the past years, 
and we expect competition to continue to increase in the future. Competi-
tive pressures have resulted in reductions in the prices of our products, and 
continued or increased competition could reduce our market share, require 
us to further reduce the prices of our products, affect our ability to recover 
costs and result in reduced gross margins and profitability…. We believe 
that at least two of our major competitors are shipping high volumes of 
GaAs substrates manufactured using a process similar to our VGF pro-
cess technology.

Source: AXTI 2023 Q3 Report 

AXTI warns that former Chinese employees are knocking off the product and start-
ing up their own GaAs wafer companies that now compete against AXTI.

In addition, new competitors have and may continue to emerge, such as 
a crystal growing company established by a former employee in China 
that is supplying semi-conducting GaAs wafers to the LED market.

Source: AXTI 2023 Q3 Report
 

Chinese export controls pose a risk to the business
China imposed restrictions on gallium and germanium early in 2023, following 
the Biden Administration’s export restrictions on high-end semiconductors.

Chinese export controls on gallium and germanium took effect on December 1, 
2023. Products falling under the new controls cannot be exported from China un-
less approval is obtained through China’s Ministry of Commerce.26 

25  https://www.haythink.com/insights/detail.asp?ID=10150

26  https://think.ing.com/articles/china-strikes-back-in-the-tech-war-restricting-exports-of-gallium-
and-germanium/

https://www.fticonsulting.com/insights/articles/chinas-export-controls-critical-minerals-gallium-germanium-graphite#:~:text=China's%20Export%20Controls%20on%20Critical%20Minerals%20%E2%80%93%20Gallium%2C%20Germanium%20and%20Graphite&text=On%20August%201%2C%202023%2C%20China,controls%20on%20high%2Dgrade%20graphite
https://www.haythink.com/insights/detail.asp?ID=10150
https://think.ing.com/articles/china-strikes-back-in-the-tech-war-restricting-exports-of-gallium-and-germanium/
https://think.ing.com/articles/china-strikes-back-in-the-tech-war-restricting-exports-of-gallium-and-germanium/
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A Securities Daily article estimates that half of AXTI’s product could be affected.

Scrubbing records of bad behavior?
We believe that AXTI may have engaged in an effort to remove negative informa-
tion from Chinese websites. When we tried to get a credit report on the company, 
we found a notice that Tongmei had applied in September 2021 to have its credit 
report expunged from the “Credit China” website.

Source: Creditchina.gov.cn, accessed March 25, 2024

Source: Securities Daily, July 11, 2023
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A history of fraud
In 2001, AXTI settled a lawsuit claiming that the company knowingly shipped 
defective products.

In his Consolidated Complaint for Violations of the Federal Securities Laws 
(hereinafter, the “Complaint”), Plaintiff alleges that AXT and Defendant 
Young, AXT’s former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, violated §§ 10 
(b) and 20 (a) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”), 
15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78(t)a, and Securities and Exchange Commission 
(“SEC”) Rule 10b-5, 17 C.F.R § 240.10b-5. According to Plaintiff, during the 
Class Period, Defendants knowingly shipped products that did not conform 
to customer testing requirements or specifications. Plaintiff alleges that De-
fendants failed to properly account for products that were defective or 
could not be sold by improperly recognizing revenue on those sales even 
though Defendants knew the products would be returned and failing 
to accrue adequate reserves. Plaintiff claims that Defendants violated 
the securities laws by knowingly issuing false or misleading statements 
about AXT’s reserves, revenue, and income (hereinafter, the “financial 
statements”), and by knowingly issuing false or misleading statements 
touting the quality of AXT’s products and AXT’s ability to meet customer 
requirements (hereinafter, the “quality statements”).

In 2004, AXTI shares fell by over 35% in two days when the company delayed re-
lease of its 10Q due to a previously undisclosed investigation by the Audit Commit-
tee. One month later, AXT disclosed that, for an undisclosed number of years, AXT 
had "not followed requirements for testing of products and provision of testing data 
and information relating to customer requirements for certain shipments made 
over the past several years." 

The class action lawsuit named the former chief technology officer as a defendant.

AXTI settled an IP infringement lawsuit
AXTI had to settle a lawsuit in 2004 that alleged the company had infringed on 
gallium nitride thin film technology used in LEDs that Boston University had 
developed in the 1990s. AXT settled the lawsuit by agreeing to pay BU and Cree an 
undisclosed amount.

The patent AXTI allegedly infringed upon in Trustees of Boston University and 
Cree Lighting Company v. AXT Inc. had been licensed to Cree on an exclusive basis.

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCOURTS-cand-3_04-cv-05106/pdf/USCOURTS-cand-3_04-cv-05106-0.pdf
https://iknow.stpi.narl.org.tw/Post/Files/complaint/Complaint_pclass_13_A006_Trustees Of Boston University Et Al v. Axt Inc..pdf
https://iknow.stpi.narl.org.tw/Post/Files/complaint/Complaint_pclass_13_A006_Trustees Of Boston University Et Al v. Axt Inc..pdf
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Disclaimer
JCapital Research LLC is a U.S.-registered company. The reports and other commentary we 
publish are for information purposes only and should not be relied upon as investment advice. 
The information provided is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any country, 
region, or market. Because market and economic conditions are subject to change, comments, 
opinions and analyses are rendered as of the date of this posting and may change without notice.

Opinions are intended to provide insight on macroeconomic issues and commentary is not intended 
as individual investment advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy, sell or hold any security 
or to adopt any investment strategy.

Investments involve risk. The value of investments can go down as well as up, and investors may 
not get back the full amount invested. The information contained in these reports has not been 
reviewed in the light of your personal financial circumstances. Reliance upon the information is at 
your sole discretion.


